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— 
Agenda

1. Welcome 
- John Barnes

4. What are the facts? Testing assumptions 
- Thomas Eastwood 

3. An International Prospective Student Journey 
- Ryan Savio

5. Customer Experience & New Digital Competencies 
- Rebekah Taka and Mike Stevenson

 

6. Group exercise and input

7. Final wrap up 
- Monika Engelhard

8. Questions

2. A Student Recruitment Journey 
- Jodie Altan



—
Welcome
John Barnes 
Deputy Vice-Chancellor Engagement and 
Vocational Education and Vice-President.



Acknowledgment of Country

RMIT University acknowledges the 
Wurundjeri people of the Kulin Nations as 
the traditional owners of the land on 
which the University stands. RMIT 
University respectfully recognises Elders 
both past and present



— 
“I wonder if I shall fall right 
through the earth.”

— 
Jodie Altan

2. Student Recruitment Journey – down the funnel hole



—
Sales / Student Recruitment Funnel

Awareness – I’ve heard of RMIT, I know it’s an 
Australian University that offers HE and VE 
programs in a wide range of disciplines and places.
Understand – I’ve researched RMIT online and 
asked my friends and family.  I’ve been to an RMIT 
event and signed up for update emails.
Choose – I’ve been to see my school counsellor / 
agent and found out how to apply.   I’ve applied 
through VTAC / an agent / direct.
Buy  – I’ve accepted my offer.
Explore - I am now checking that this is really what I 
want to do.

Set Routine – I have commenced at RMIT and 
stayed beyond the census date

From awareness to routine

Awareness

Understand

Choose

Buy

Explore

Set 
Routine

Census Date



—
Case study – RMIT and India

⎺ India is the world's largest democracy, with 1.2 

billion people

⎺ India is expected to be the world's most populous 

country by 2050

⎺ India has more mobile phones than toilets.

⎺ 70% of all the world's spices come from India

A key market where we are seeking to grow



—
Initiative – application and conversion

⎺ Semester1, 2017 Indian applications 

were prioritized at key times 

⎺ Applications increased by 59% and 

our acceptances improved by 100%.

⎺ Offer to acceptance rate increased 

from 9% to 12%  



—
Coordinated effort

In the past 18 months we have…

⎺ Account Management system for managing agents 

(one point of contact)

⎺ Training, training and more training for our agents

⎺ Focus on cohort recruitment and new partnerships 

/pathways 

⎺ Improvements in SSVF processes and more flexibility 

in financial checks.

⎺ Worked with academics

⎺ Webinars and digital pre 

departure sessions

⎺ Online lectures for all MBA and MIT Offer 

holders to boost conversion.

⎺ A great team in India

⎺ Conversion activities (face to face) 



—
Initiative – RMIT India Summer School

⎺ Run with the Australian High 

Commission

⎺ Biotechnology and Biological Sciences 
and Nano Science and 

Nanotechnology

⎺ 5 day program for 30 high achieving 

students and 5 school counsellors.

⎺ Building strong relationships and brand 

in market

A first for any Australian University in India



—
Wider application of these principles 

⎺ Admissions focussed on prioritising 

applications from Indonesia, Malaysia and 

Singapore in the lead up to Sem 1, 2017. 

⎺ Indonesia - from 25% behind to just 12%.

⎺ Malaysia improved, moved to 7% ahead

⎺ Singapore from 24% behind to 19%

⎺ Domestic market in working with schools 

and looking at a segmented approach

This has held true when applied to 
our longstanding mature markets.

To other markets... 



— 
“If you don’t know where you are 
going any road can take you 
there.”

— 
Ryan Savio

3. An international prospective student journey – knowing where we are going    -Hobsons



—
Partnering for conversion and advocacy

Awareness

Understand

Choose

Buy

Explore

Set 
Routine

Census Date

Improved conversion
Improved prospective student experience 



— 
“It would be so nice if something 
made sense for a change.”

— 
Thomas Eastwood

4. What are the facts? Testing some assumptions



—
How do we make sense of the world?  
Transforming data into actionable insight



—
Live Polls



— 
“Through the looking glass”

— 
Rebekah Taka

5. Overlay of our customer experience journey to the university

Overlay of new digital competencies



CX Vision



CX Vision





—
RMIT is building a strong sense of 
lifelong connection
Meanwhile, we are under delivering on Industry & Enterprise Connection 



Still more work to be done...

“When I asked about a student card as a full-fee 
paying postgraduate student but was denied one 
because I was studying through OUA, I felt like a 
second class student 
in the eyes of RMIT.”

It made me ashamed to be an online 
student



The classroom is still key 

“Struggle about our homework with my 
classmates till very late in the classroom. 
Having group conversations about what 
everyone did is really a valuable experience, 
especially when everyone has 
different backgrounds.”



—
Building capability to better deliver on 
our student promises

Prospective Supported 
transition Current students Supported 

transition Alumni / Graduate

Adobe Marketing cloud
Adobe Analytics, Adobe Target, Audience Manager & Experience Manager

● Digital experience management  
(sites, assets)

● Segmentation
● Personalisation
● Analytics & CX

● Digital experience 
management  (sites, assets)

● Segmentation & audience 
management

● Personalisation

● Digital experience 
management (sites, assets)Done

Doing

Next

● Segmentation & audience 
management

● Personalisation
● Analytics & CX

● Campaign management
● Cross channel experiences

● Campaign management
● Cross channel experiences

● Optimisation ● Analytics & CX

July 2017

Acquisition      Retention         Advocacy



—
Evolving martech maturity
Becoming an experience organisation means leveraging data, content, and data science to deliver experiences that are 

relevant and personalized, on any channel, to any customer.

Crawl Walk Run

Objectives

Channels

Segments

Products

Capability

Platforms & tech

Awareness, acquisition and lead 
generation

Focus on digital channels

Priority segments

Optimise existing products

Community of practise with partners & 
vendors

Adobe AEM, Analytics, Audience 
Manager, Target, DTM

Targeting and conversion optimisation

Advertising and content amplification

All segments

New and experimental products

Expand in-house capability

Adobe Campaign, CRM, Audience 
Management optimisation (offline 
sources)

Retention & loyalty

Online & offline experiences

All and emerging segments

Test potential products

Blended mix

Org wide dashboards & visibility of 
experiments

Marketing transformation (platforms) > Marketing automation (A/B testing) > Lead quality management & nurture (CRM, conversions) > Funnel visibility (Live responses) > Attribution 
& predictive tools - Josh Hill Martech maturity model



—
Putting it into practice

Improve customer experiences across the entire student lifecycle

Current students

(Done so far)

Prospective 

(Want to go)

Delivering a customer-centric website 
based on insights and leveraging 
marketing technology to deliver 
personalised content to major student 
segments.

Build analytical capability to deliver 
data driven solutions for marketing to 
prospective students.

Leveraging marketing technologies to 
deliver personalised content for 
campaigns across major customer 
segments.

Capability uplift via training sessions for 
each solution with key digital marketing 
staff across RMIT.

Build a martech community of practice 
(MCOP)* of staff across the 
organization.

Continue capability uplift in existing 
staff through training, case studies and 
experimentation.

If interested in joining the MCOP, please email 
digital@rmit.edu.au

Implementation of key Adobe marketing 
cloud solutions Audience Manager, 
Analytics & Target.

Work with ITS and partners to set up 
marketing activities, pilots & experiments  
and across the solutions.

Start with MVP.

Strategy People Technology



— 
“She generally gave herself very 
good advice, though she very 
seldom followed it.”

— 
Group Exercise

6. Challenges CX debates

— The perfect profile mix (and how should this show up in the classroom)

— Academic excellence is a core brand pillar how do we make it uniquely RMIT

Moments: What are they, how are they made what makes them uniquely to RMIT



— 
“Would you tell me, please, which way I 
ought to go from here? 
‘That depends a good deal on where you 
want to get to, said the Cat.” 

— 
Monika Engelhard

7. Pulling it all together



—
Questions?



— 

— 
“It was a curious dream, dear, certainly: 
but now run into your tea; it’s getting late. 
So she got up and ran off, thinking while 
she ran, as well she might, what a 
wonderful dream it had been.”
—


